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Environment pollution

Assumption: two companies, one of them pollute the environment causing extra costs to the other.

• Output of the polluter: v; cost function: cv(v)

• Assumption: Rate of pollution (x) is in proportion to the output of the polluter: x=̇v

• Output of the injured �rm: s; cost function: cs(s, x)

• Assumption: cs(s, x) = c1(s) + c2(x) (additive separable cost function)

• Negative production externality exists: ∂cs(s,x)
∂x > 0

• Assumption: Both companies are price-takers!

• Separate optimal decision of the polluter:

� Target function: πv = pvv − cv(v)→ maxv

� Solution: pv = Mcv(v)→ v∗ = x∗

� Pro�t of the polluter as the function of rate of pollution: πv(x)

� In optimum: dπv

dx = Mπv(x) = 0→ x∗v

• Separate optimal decision of the injured �rm:

� Target function: πs = pss− cs(s, x) = pss− (c1(s) + c2(x))→ maxs

� Solution: ps = ∂cs(s,x)
∂s → s∗(x)

� Under the assumptions of the example: ps = ∂c1(s)
∂s = Mcs(s)→ s∗

� Pro�t of the injured �rm as the function of rate of pollution: πs = pss
∗(x) − cs(s

∗(x), x) =
pss
∗ − (c1(s∗) + c2(x))

� Change in the pro�t of the injured �rm as the function of pollution: ∂πs

∂x = −∂c2(x)
∂x = −Mcs(x)

� Individually optimal rate of pollution for the injured �rm: x∗s

• Socially optimal rate of pollution (if the two companies would merge, then externality could be inter-
nalised):

� Target function: ∑
π = πv + πs = pvv + pss− cv(v)− cs(s, v) =

pss+ pvv − cv(v)− (c1(s) + c2(v))→ max
v,s
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� Solution:

∗ ∂
∑
π

∂s = ps − ∂c1(s)
∂s = 0→ s∗ (this optimum condition is the same as the individual one)

∗ ∂
∑
π

∂v = pv − ∂cv(v)
∂v − ∂c2(v)

∂v = 0

∗ Written in another form: Mπv(x) = Mcs(x)→ xT

� Socially optimal rate of pollution: xT > 0!

• Pro�t of the polluter in case of pollution x̄ : πv(x̄) =
∫ x̄

0
Mπv(x)

• Extra costs of the injured �rm in case of pollution x̄ : c2(x̄) =
∫ x̄

0
Mcs(x)

• Initial allocation (de�nition) of property rights:

� Restrictive government regulation: None pollution is allowed: x = 0, πv = 0, c2 = 0

� Permissive government regulation: Any pollution is permitted: x = x∗v, πv = A + B + C, c2 =
B + C +D

• Trading with property rights, i.e. marketing externality (leads to Pareto-preferred situation):

� Restrictive government regulation: The polluter buys rights of pollution xT at a price αA + B
(0 < α < 1): x = xT , πv = (1− α)A, c2 = B − αA

� Permissive government regulation: The injured �rm buys the right of the polluter to restrict the
rate of pollution to xT at a price αD+C (0 < α < 1): x = xT , πv = A+B+C+αD, c2 = B+C+αD

1. Statement. The Coase theorem: If property rights are well-de�ned, and if the parties involved can reach
and enforce agreements at zero transaction costs, then the �nal outcome will be e�cient regardless of the
initial assignments of property rights.

1. Note. Without transactional costs, the initial assignments of property rights doesn't a�ect the allocation
of resources, BUT e�ects the pro�t of �rms.

2. Note. With transactional costs (that can even preclude individual settlements), the initial assignments
of property rights can a�ect the allocation of resources too.

Factors increasing transactional costs:

• Many potential contracting participants

• Asymmetric information

• Great insecurity, many force majeures

• Transactions delayed in time
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• Animosity between potential contracting participants or simply they do not know each other

• Monitoring settlements is expensive, sanctions are di�cult to exercise

• Complicated legal system, with complex rights and laws

• Unique products (lack of standardization)

Sales and rentals in shopping malls

Super-regional malls Regional malls

Median sa-
les/sq.ft

Median
rent/$sales

Median sa-
les/sq.ft

Median
rent/$sales

Independent de-
partment stores $178 1.5% $134 1.3%
Clothing and ac-
cessories 237 7.9 205 7.5
Gift/specialty 250 8.8 200 8.5
Jewelry 555 7.6 499 7.3

Source: Hirshleifer et al., 2009, 678.

Pigovian tax:

• The polluter pays such a (t) quantity tax which compensates just the marginal injury caused to the
injured �rm.

• Pro�t of the polluter: πtv = pvv − cv(v)− tv → maxv

• In optimum: Mπtv = 0,Mπv(x) = t, where t=̇McS(xT )

3. Note. Applying Pigovian taxes does not creates a Pareto-e�cient solution if participants can freely make
agreements (then the optimum is: x′).

Marginal excess burden (MEB) of speci�ed taxes in the United Kingdom

Tax upon MEB (pence, per pound of tax revenue)

Employment 26
Cigarettes 75
Alcohol 24
Gasoline 79

Source: Hirshleifer et al., 2009, 672.
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External costs of smoking and drinking (1986 dollars)

Cost per pack of cigarettes Cost per excess ounce of alcohol

Medical care $0.26 $0.10
Sick leave 0.01 0.05
Group life insurance 0.05 0.02
Nursing home �0.03 0.00
Retirement pension �0.24 0.03
Fires 0.02 �
Foregone taxes on earnings 0.09 0.06
Motor vehicle accidents � 0.93
Totals $0.15 1.19

Source: Hirschleifer et al., 2009, 673.

The "tragedy" of the commons

Problem of the "tragedy" of the commons

Unrestricted access to resources leads to congestion (consumption or production) which is costly for
everyone.

How many cows should graze on the meadow?

• Function of milk production: f(c), where the number of cows on the meadow equals c, and the unit
cost (price of a cow) is a.

• Value of milk per cow: f(c)/c

• If the owner of the meadow can decide the number of cows allowed in, then his decision is:

f(c)− ac→ max
c

mp(c∗) = a

• In case of unrestricted access, cow owners decide individually. They will bring more and more cows to
the meadow until

f(ĉ)

ĉ
− a ≥ 0

• In case of the last cow: ap(ĉ) = a

1. Consequence. If f ′ > 0 and f ′′ < 0, then mp(c) < ap(c) is true in all cases of c, thus c∗ < ĉ, i.e.
the socially optimal number of cows is smaller than the sum of individual optimums (congestion appears),
because individuals do not take into consideration the external e�ect on the other participants (milk yield) of
the society.

E.g. Cable Internet of �xed capacity, natural resources (water, air, oil, salmon, stocks, public parks,
beaches, etc.): Curve d1d1 shows the marginal bene�t to typical consumer as sole user. The d3d3 curve
shows the reduced marginal bene�t if there are other users downloading 3 megabytes per day, and similarly
for the d5d5 curve. The overall demand curve DD goes through all the mutually consistent points, where
this consumer downloads the same as everyone else. At the choke price P1 everyone is frozen out of the
market. The zero price P5 = 0 represents unrestricted access, the total bene�t being the hatched area under
the curve d5d5. At price P3 each consumer would download only 3 megabytes a day. The total bene�t would
then be the shaded area under the curve d3d3, over the range from q = 0 to q = q3. This is larger than
the shaded area under the curve d5d5 over the range from q = 0 to q = q5, showing that consumers value
uncrowded service.
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The British Columbia Halibut Fishery

Year Season length (days) Number of vessels
Catch (millions of
lbs.)

1980 65 333 5,7
1985 22 334 9,6
1990 6 435 8,6
1991 214 433 7,2
1992 240 431 7,6
1993 245 351 10,6
1994 245 313 9,9
1995 245 294 9,5
1996 245 281 9,5

Source: Hirshleifer et al., 2009, 681.

1. Public goods

Problem of public goods

Classi�cation of goods based on the possibility of rivalry among consumers and exclusion of consumption
(of course we are dealing with models):

Exclusion is possible Exclusion isn't possible

Rivalry pure private good mixed good
No rivalry mixed good pure public good

• Mixed good: e.g. services of an elite club, brand servicing (bottom left)

• Mixed good: e.g. free-beach, phone customer service in case of congestion, public roads in case of
congestion (top right)

• Pure public good: e.g. public lighting, defense, TV in a student hostel, etc.

1. De�nition. A commodity is a public good if its consumption by any one person does not reduce the
amount available to others. Putting it another way, providing a public good to anyone makes it possible,
without additional cost, to provide it to everyone.
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4. Note. The de�ning characteristic of a public good is concurrent consumption: one person's use does not
interfere with another's.

Further aspects of classi�cation:

• Optional pure public good (e.g. Balaton): The consumer can freely decide how much he consumes of
the public good (it can be zero as well).

• Non-optional pure public good: (e.g. defense): Every consumer gets the same amount of it (whether
he is satis�ed or not).

Acquisition of discrete public goods: e.g. Should two (i = 1, 2) roommates buy their own TV?

• xi: consumed amount of composite private good (money).

• G: amount of public good (G = 0, there isn't TV, G = 1, there is TV)

• Utility functions: Ui(xi, G)

• Money spent on public good: gi

• Reservation price regarding public good: ri

• Acquisition cost of public good: c

• It is worth to buy the public good if:

U1(x1, 0) ≤ U1(x1 − g1, 1)

U2(x2, 0) ≤ U2(x2 − g2, 1)

• Acquisition condition:
c = g1 + g2 ≤ r1 + r2

Acquisition/production of continuous public good: e.g. How much wood should Robinson and Friday
burn to heat their joint quarters?

• Participants: Robinson (R), Friday (F )

• Goods: (private) bananas (B), (public: A log on the �re that keeps Robinson warm also does the same
for Friday) wood (W )

• Marginal cost (of producing wood in terms of bananas sacri�ced): MC = MRT

• Marginal value or willingness to pay regarding wood =in terms of bananas): MV = MRSC

• E�ciency conditions:

MRTR = MRTF = MRSRC = MRSFC

MCR = MCF = MV R +MV F

2. Statement. For a public good, one that can be concurrently consumed, the e�ciency conditions require
that the di�erent producers' marginal costs equal one another and also equal the sum of the consumers'
separate marginal values.
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E�cient provision of a public good

The social marginal costMC of providing the public good is the horizontal sum of the individualMC curves;
the social marginal value MV is the vertical sum of the individual MV curves. The e�cient output of the
public good is W ∗. Since each individual should produce to the point where hisMC is equal to the marginal
social value P̄ of the public good, Crusoe should supply wR and Friday wF . If the value P̄ is divided into
amounts PR and PF to be paid by Crusoe and Friday, respectively, each would demand the entire amount
of the public good produced.

The big question: Is there a set of prices that would induce the individual decision-makers to arrive at
the Pareto-e�cient outcome described by these e�ciency conditions?

3. Statement. The set of prices P̄ , PF , PR that would give correct "Invisible Hand" signals to the separate
individuals, i.e. ensure Pareto-e�cient allocation of public and private goods, is:

• MCR = MCF = P̄

• MV R = PR

• MV F = PF

• P̄ = PR + PF

2. Consequence. The e�ciency conditions for provision of public goods require that each supplier's mar-
ginal cost equal the sum of all the demanders' marginal values. If nonpayers can be excluded, a system of
prices exists that would elicit the e�cient total supply and would charge enough to demanders to clear the
market. For the de�nition of it, the demand curve of public goods should be created as the VERTICAL sum
of demand curves (reservation prices should be summed). But this system of prices cannot be achieved under
competition or under monopoly (market failure). Di�erent incentive system should be implemented for the
provision of e�cient allocation.

Pareto-e�cient level of continuous public goods: e.g. How much road and street light should we have?

• xi: amount consumed of compound private good (money).

• q: amount of public good (q ∈ [0,∞)).

• Utility functions: Ui(xi, q)

• Individual incomes: I1, I2
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• Cost function of provision of public good: c(q) (c′ > 0, c′′ < 0).

De�nition of socially optimal level of public good (problem of the social planner):

• target function:
U1(x1, q)→ max

x1,x2,q

• Constraint:

� U2(x2, q) = Ū2

� x1 + x2 + c(q) = I1 + I2

• Lagrange-function:

L = U1(x1, q)− λ(Ū2 − U2(x2, q))− µ(x1 + x2 + c(q)− I1 − I2)

• First order conditions:

� ∂L
∂x1

= ∂U1

∂x1
− µ = 0

� ∂L
∂x2

= λ∂U2

∂x2
− µ = 0

� ∂L
∂q = ∂U1

∂q + λ∂U2

∂q − µ
∂c(q)
∂q = 0

• Writing in another way:

� 1
µ = 1

∂U1/∂x1

� λ
µ = 1

∂U2/∂x2

� 1
µ
∂U1

∂q + λ
µ
∂U2

∂q = ∂c(q)
∂q

MRS1
q,x +MRS2

q,x = MC(q)

Free-Riding

E.g. Let's assume that in the outskirts of a city two families live (the Evens and the Odds). The cost
of concreting the street is 3 million HUF. Concreting means 2 million HUF of saving (car service, cloth
cleaning, etc.) for both families. Both families can choose whether they contribute or not. The amount of
concreting depends on the action of the other part.

Even/Odd contribute do not contribute

contribute 0,5 ; 0,5 �1 ; 2
do not contribute 2 ; �1 0 ; 0
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In the upper game the equilibrium based on dominant strategies is that neither participants contribute.
The street won't be concreted however both families would bene�t from it (there would be a Pareto-preferred
situation).

3. Consequence. Individual provision of public goods is not rational individually because there is a possibi-
lity of free-riding due to concurrent consumption. Pareto-preferred situation can be created by the provision
of public good. Thus market competition mechanism does not create Pareto-e�cient allocation, i.e. welfare
theorems do not hold (market failure).

4. Statement. Wealthy people will provide disproportionately more of the public good.

5. Statement. As community size increases, provision of the public good grows in absolute terms, but less
than proportionately to population size.

5. Note. The key problem hampering the voluntary private provision of public goods is free-riding. Although
each consumer has some incentive to provide the good, everyone prefers that others pick up the tab.

Choice between a private and a public good

Robinson' endowment: Eo = (B,W ) = boR, 0), his production possibility curve is: E
o,Ko, his productive consumptive

optimum is: Ro. If Friday provides any W , Crusoe's endowment position shifts upward by the same amount. As a

function of Friday's provision, Crusoe's optimum positions trace out an income expansion path IEP. If B and W are

both normal goods for him, Crusoe's IEP curve will have positive slope, becoming vertical when the limiting quantity

boR is reached.

Cournot solution for supply of a public good

Robinson Crusoe's reaction curve (RCR) shows the quantity of the public good W that he will produce in response

to any given amount provided by Friday. Similarly, (RCF ) is Friday's reaction curve. The intersection Q∗ shows

Crusoe's and Friday's production quantities for the public good, wq
R and wq

F . The consumption quantities are the

same for each, being the sum W c
R = W c

F = wq
R + wq

F shown geometrically as the equal intercepts along the axes of

the line through Q∗ with slope −1.
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An extension of the de�nition of public goods:
So far the amount of the public good available to each member of the community was assumed to be

the sum of the amounts provided by the separate individuals. But this is only one of many possibilities.
The amount available of a public good may in some instances be determined by the minimum amount
individually provided (the "weakest link" case). Or it may depend only on the maximum of the individual
amounts supplied (the "best shot" case).

Standard public good case (Prisoners' dilemma)

Column player

Contribute Do not contribute

Row player Contribute 1, 1 �1, 2
Do not contribute 2, �1 0, 0

Weakest-link public good

Column player

Contribute Do not contribute

Row player Contribute 1, 1 �1, 0
Do not contribute 0, �1 0, 0

Best-shot public good

Column player

Contribute Do not contribute

Row player Contribute 1, 1 1, 2
Do not contribute 2, 1 0, 0

4. Consequence. For public goods whose availability to consumers depends, as is usually assumed, upon
the sum of the amounts individually provided, the Nash equilibrium under simultaneous play is always inef-
�cient. When the amount available depends upon the minimum contribution (weakest-link) or the maximum
contribution (best-shot), the Nash equilibrium comes closer to or actually achieves Pareto e�ciency.

Mechanisms for the acquisition of public goods:

• Individual acquisition (for whom it is important buys the good and the others 'prey' upon him)

• Command mechanism (small group of people decide the amount of public good supply for the public)
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• Voting mechanism

• Auction mechanisms

� Reporting gross valuation regarding public goods (let vi be agent i's reservation price regarding
the public good) and division of costs in proportion to it (problem: individuals are motivated to
proclaim lower valuation than reality).

� Preliminary division of public goods' acquisition costs (ci: contribution of agent i to cots if public

good is purchased), then report of net valuation (ni=̇vi − ci). If
∑N
i=1 ni > 0, then the public

good is provided and everyone pays an amount ci; if
∑N
i=1 ni < 0, then it is not provided and no

one pays (problem: individuals are motivated to report higher reservation prices than reality).

� Vickrey�Clarke�Groves mechanism (sooner)

6. Note. The problem in case of reporting gross and net valuations (reservation prices) is the lack of costs
regarding reporting di�erent valuations than reality.

7. Note. Reporting di�erent valuations than reality is a problem only if it e�ects the decision of the society.

2. De�nition. Those individuals whose reports change social reservation price (sum of individual reserva-
tion prices) in a way that it turns lower or higher than the provision price of the public good (so the decision
concerning the provision of the public good changes because of them) are called pivotal agents.

8. Note. There can be many pivotal agents. There may be no pivotal agent and it can happen that every
agent is a pivotal agent.

Vickrey�Clarke�Groves mechanism (Clarke tax)

• Each agent i pays a cost ci, when the public good is provided.

• Each agent reports a "bid" for the public good, si. (This may or may not be his true value, ni.)

• The public good is provided if
∑n
i=1 si > 0, and it is not otherwise.

• Every pivotal agent (who changed the social decision concerning the provision of the public good) pays
a Clarke tax. The volume of the tax:

� if j changes the decision from yes to no: Hj =
∑
i 6=j si

� if j changes the decision from no to yes: Hj = −
∑
i 6=j si

Example (Vickrey�Clarke�Groves mechanism): Should the three villages (A, B, C) build the bypass road,
which cost 300 000 EUR?

Village ci vi si Clarke tax

A 100 50 �50 0
B 100 50 �50 0
C 100 250 150 100

• Village A isn't a pivotal agent, because
∑
i 6=A si = sB+sC = −50+150 = 100 > 0 and

∑
i 6=A si+sA =

100− 50 = 50 > 0, thus its bid doesn't change the decision.

• Similarly village B isn't a pivotal agent either, because
∑
i 6=B si = sA + sC = −50 + 150 = 100 > 0

and
∑
i 6=B si + sB = 100− 50 = 50 > 0, thus its bid doesn't change the decision.

• Village C is a pivotal agent, because
∑
i 6=C si = sA + sB = −50− 50 = −100 < 0 and

∑
i 6=C si + sC =

−100 + 150 = 50 > 0, thus its bid changes the social decision.

• Amount of tax imposed on village C: HC = −
∑
i 6=C si = sA + sB = 100.
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• Village A and B have a negative bid concerning the public good, thus they can try to bid less than −50.
For example, if sA = −101, while nA = −50, then

∑n
i=1 si < 0, thus the public good is not provided,

but village A turns to be a pivotal agent and must pay HA = −
∑
i 6=A si = sB + sC = −50 + 150 = 100

Clarke tax. Consequently he wins 50 and lose 100, i.e. it is not worth to report a di�erent bid than
the true one, because either he doesn't change anything or if he changes, then he lose as well.

• It is not worth to report a di�erent bid than the true one in case of village C. If he reported less, then
chance of provision would decrease. If he reported more, then his payo�s would change.

9. Note. To make right decisions of being a pivotal agent or not, the social cost of the agent's decision
should be shifted on the him. The Vickrey�Clarke�Groves mechanism is based on this principle.

10. Note. A Vickrey�Clarke�Groves mechanism motivates to report the true reservation prices concerning
the public good (it solves the problem of free-riding), thus the level of public goods will be Paereto-optimal
but doesn't create Pareto-e�cient allocation of goods because the tax must get drop of the system

Appropriative activity and rent-seeking

Poorly de�ned property rights

11. Note. The Coase theorem holds only in case of well-de�ned property rights.

Property rights are poorly de�ned if:

• Not all resources are appropriated (some resources do not belong legally to anyone),

• or if rights to use some resources, although de�ned in a formal legal sense, are only imperfectly enforced.

In such cases, many activities can be rational such as:

• "o�ensive" activities: stealing, taking others' property without doing anything illegal, etc.

• "defensive" activities: patrolling to prevent theft or invasion, hiring expensive lawyers to �ght lawsuits,
lobbying against new legislation, and so forth.

3. De�nition. All such proceedings, both o�ensive or defensive, come under the heading of appropriative
activity � e�orts to impose or else to prevent involuntary changes in the ownership of property.

Preclusive competition

The e�cient level of appropriative activity for any individual is a∗, where marginal opportunity cost (moc)
equals value of the marginal product (vmp). However, if the resource is unowned (such as �sh in the ocean),
the individual will want to set (moc) equal to the value of the average product (vap) at activity level a′ > a∗.
Thus, preclusive competition leads to excessive appropriative e�ort.
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Rent seeking

Lost consumer surplus and producer surplus owing to the fact that the monopoly output Qm was smaller than the

output Qc for a competitive industry. Additional e�ciency loss may result from rent-seeking competition for the

monopoly privilege. The maximum a �rm could bid in such a competition is the monopoly pro�t � the di�erence

(PM − ACM )QM . (Whether this area is an e�ciency loss or simply a distributive transfer depends upon the extent

to which the rent-seeking competition involves real wastage of resources.)

Establishments in capital versus matched comparison counties

Industry Ratio of capital/noncapital establishments

Direct rent-seeking industries (selected)
Legal services 1,52
Membership organizations 1,59
Business associations 3,31
Professional organizations 4,57
Labor organizations 1,83
Civil and social associations 1,5
Political organizations 11,16
Indirect rent-seeking industries (selected)
Newspapers 1,31
Periodicals 1,32
Radio and television broadcasting 1,27
Advertising 1,31
Noncommercial research organizations 1,92

Source: Hirshleifer et al., 2009, 703.
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